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ABSTRACT: A large research program on foundations in collapsible soils have been carried out at Sâo Carlos, Brazil. Various types o f
single piles, with different lengths and diameters, have been submitted to vertical and horizontal loading. Pile groups were also tested under
vertical loads. The load tests were performed with the soil at its natural water content, as well as in an artificial soaked condition. The
conclusions o f the influence o f wetting on pile bearing capacity and some suggestion for research are dealt with throughout this text.
RESUME: Un important programme de recherche sur des fondations dans les sols effondrables est en cours à Sâo Carlos, Brésil. Plusieurs
types de pieux, avec différents longueurs et diamètres, ont été chargés verticalement (compression ou arrachement) ou sollicités
latéralement; en plus, quelques groupes de pieux ont été essaiés verticalement. Les essais de chargement ont été réalisés selon deux
conditions: le sol dans sa teneur en eau naturelle et le sol inondé artificiellement. Cette communication discute l’influence de l’inondation
du sol sur la capacité portante du pieu et aussi présente des suggestions pour recherches sur ce sujet.

collapse when piles were under working load. To do so, an initial
pile test was carried out to estimate the pile ultimate load (Qu) at
the natural soil moisture content. The pile was reloaded up to the
allowable load (Qa = Qu/2) and then, under this constant load, the
surrounding soil was wetted through a trench dug around the pile
cap, waiting collapse occurrence, which was detected by a
significant increase o f pile settlement (Figure la).
However, soon it was noticed that when collapse occurred (or
not) under allowable load, this was not enough to characterize all
the features related to soil-pile collapse. For collapse to occur,
besides the soil reaches a critical saturation degree (which at Sao
Carlos happens within 48 h o f soaking), it was also needed to
load the pile to a critical load (Figure 1b) which only occasionally
is coincident with allowable load. Following that, collapse load
has been defined as the critical load that induces soil-pile collapse
in an inundated collapsible soil. Related to pile ultimate load for
the soil at natural moisture content, collapse load means a
decrease on bearing capacity due to soil wetting.
Since then researches have been directed to estimate collapse
load and, as a consequence, the reduction o f pile bearing capacity.
More recently, the test procedure described above was
improved. A new test sequence, which is similar to the double
oedometer test technique, included pre-wetting the soil for 48 h.
Under constant soaking, pile test is carried out till collapse load is
reached. It is important to mention that, in this case, load x
settlement curve does not display a step, when collapse occurs,
but shows clearly a reduction o f pile bearing capacity due to soil
wetting (Figure lc).

1 INTRODUCTION
Some non saturated soils when wetted under constant total stress
show a quick pronounced volume decrease (collapse). Such soils
are known as collapsible soils and are found in many parts o f the
world. They can be o f various geologic origins, but usually they
exhibit a relatively large void ratio and a low degree o f saturation.
In Sao Paulo State, Brazil, these soils are o f colluvial origin and
are found to a depth varying between 4 to 12 m. Porosities are
around 50% and degrees o f saturation can be as low as 40%.
Structures built on collapsible soils can be damaged due to
foundation differential settlement if the soil is wetted by any
reason (water and sewage leakage, rain infiltration etc.).
In the last few years several researches have been carried out at
the Foundation Testing Site, School o f Engineering, Sao Carlos,
University o f Sao Paulo, Brazil. A geotechnical profile at this site
(which is typical o f soils covering over 50% o f Sao Paulo State
area) displays an upper layer, about 6 m thick, o f collapsible loose
clayey sand, with SPT varying between 4 and 8 blows and qc point cone resistance, o f about 1.0 MPa.
The experience gained from these load tests allowed to make
some remarks about the interpretation o f results o f pile load tests
on collapsible soils, which is dealt with in this paper.

2 DEFINITION OF COLLAPSE LOAD
Initial researches on the behavior o f piles in collapsible soils at Sao
Carlos had the single purpose to investigate the existence of

Fig. 1 a) Collapse under allowable load; b) Soaking at working load without collapse - load test undertaken till collapse load;
c) Pile load test in prewetted soil.
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3 TEST RESULTS
In this item, the main pile test results regarding collapse load and
reduction o f pile bearing capacity due to soil wetting, carried out
at Sao Carlos, are presented.
3.1. Compression pile tests
Two bored piles, diameters o f 0,40 and 0,50 m, 10 m length,
were tested. When reloaded and soaking the soil at the allowable
load none presented any collapse, but as load test proceeded,
collapse occurred. Reduction o f pile bearing capacity reached 38
and 35%, respectively.
Further research involved load tests on six rammer piles, 0.20 m
diameter, three o f them with length o f 6 m and three, o f 9 m. The
piles showed an average pile bearing capacity reduction o f 22%
(the shorter) and 18% (the longer) (Cameiro & Cintra 1994).

The tests on displacement piles were restricted only to rammer
piles. Depending on pile length and on the thickness o f collapsing
soil strata, i.e., on the pile embedment in subjacent non collapsible
soil, these piles show a reduction o f bearing capacity o f the order
o f 20 to 30%, after soil wetting. Therefore, the rammering can
avoid collapse on allowable load but it is not capable o f eliminate
all the effects o f soil collapse.
Referring to non displacement piles, research has been
concentrated on bored piles. In this type of pile the bearing
capacity reduction is more significant and can reach a minimum of
35% and a maximum higher than 50%, depending on pile length.
Obviously, the more the pile penetrates a non collapsible layer,
the lesser its bearing capacity is affected by soil wetting.

3.2. Tension pile tests
Three piles were tested under tension: a bored pile, 0.25 m
diameter and 6 m length; a rammer pile, 0.20 m diameter and 6 m
length; and, a Strauss pile, 0.32 m diameter and 9 m length. After
soaking at working load only the bored pile displayed collapse
(bearing capacity reduction, at least, 50%). For the other two piles
such reductions were o f 40 e 22%, respectively (Campelo et al.
1995).

4.4 Instrumentation
For deep foundations o f all kind it should be considered in
future research projects the use o f instrumentation to measure not
only their lateral and tip resistance, but the variation o f skin
friction along the shaft. This could give an insight on negative skin
friction that is supposed to arise on collapsible soil upon wetting.
The data from instrumented piles associated with some data
from the wetting front in the soil (moisture content, matric suction
etc.) would be o f great interest to know load transfer mechanism
during collapse o f soil and to develop a reliable method o f analysis
o f pile installed on collapsible soils.

3.3 Lateral Loads
Lateral loaded piles have been tested and have shown to be also
influenced by soil collapse. Pioneer tests performed at Sao Carlos
with Strauss and Root piles (with length o f 10 and 16 m,
respectively) show a reduction o f about 40% in lateral bearing
capacity after soil wetting (Miguel & Cintra 1997).

4.5. Types of Pile Load Tests
Quick and slow pile load tests were performed during the
research program and yielded values o f ultimate load close to each
other. As the main interest o f these researches were to analyze pile
bearing capacity this allowed to conduct only quick test, with at
least 20 load steps o f 15 minutes long.

3.4 Pile Groups
Though piles are usually used in groups, most research works
described in the literature are related to single piles. Pile groups
composed o f two, three and four bored piles, with 0,25 m in
diameter and 6 m length, showed a reduction o f 25 to 42% on
group bearing capacity after soil wetting (Fernandes & Cintra
1997).

4.6 Piles tested twice
Load tests on pile with soil at its natural water content and upon
wetting were performed on the same pile. The main drawback o f
this approach in that during the second test there is a tendency o f
increasing bearing capacity o f the pile, for both bored and driven
piles. This can raise collapse load, when the pile was already
tested on soil at its natural moisture content.
Despite o f this, it is preferable to test the same pile twice rather
than to test two piles, one with and the other without soil wetting,
to avoid soil heterogeneity. At Sao Carlos, if different piles had
been used at these two test conditions, the random choice o f two
among the three piles o f same length should give a collapse load
larger than the ultimate load.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on these results and on data from other research carried out
at Sao Carlos (Cintra 1995), the following conclusions and
recommendations can been outlined.
4.1. Determination of the Collapse Load and Safety Factor
Instead o f just verifying whether collapse under allowable load
would take place, it is necessary to determine the collapse load, as
defined in this paper, and the reduction o f pile bearing capacity
caused by soil wetting.
The determination o f the collapse load, for a given pile type and
geometry, is very important for a safe foundation design. In
collapsible soils, the design is controlled by the collapse load
instead o f the ultimate load obtained when the soil is at its natural
water content.
For example a pile with a allowable load o f 50% of its ultimate
load when tested under soil soaking presents a bearing capacity
reduction o f 40%. So the safety factor o f 2 applied to the ultimate
load is reduced to 1.2 if wetting takes place. It is suggested that
this topic should be discussed in order to improve the meaning o f
safety in such cases.
4.2 Pile Type and length
It is presumable that the method o f installation o f pile influences
its behavior in face o f collapse. Displacement piles can compact
the soil around and under them, then reducing the collapse action.
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